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Happy September!

S

eptember has a feel. It’s the end of summer. But it’s still warm out, so it doesn’t
seem like it should be school time. A couple weeks ago, we dropped off two
of our kids at Illinois. A senior and a freshman. What a variety of emotions
everyone felt, mostly smiles and many hugs, and at least they are at the same
school and it took just one day to unload! Wait! What was that sound? Oh just the
dishwasher. Now the house is empty and we hear everyone sound. It’s ok, we will
settle in to our routine.
Our cover story this month is Erica Leibrandt! She is the proud owner of Sound
Mind Counseling. Little known fact I have known Erica for a few years. I used to watch
her dog Bruno. Bruno was a legend. This amazing German Shepherd lived to be nearly 20 years old! Erica is an amazing woman with an incredible family story. Enjoy her
story and say hello if you see her around town.
Glenview Living has a Facebook page! Follow us at @GlenviewLivingBVM! Post
your thoughts or ideas. As always, we welcome your feedback!
So yes, September is good. I like this time of year. It means routine. A time for fresh
starts and new adventures. Time to run from school to activities to dinner to bed. Good
family times ahead. Just don’t remind me the house is empty!
Glenview Living is brought to you free-of-charge by the sponsors who advertise in the
magazine. Make sure you patronize their businesses and thank them for their support.
Enjoy the September issue of Glenview Living!

Harlan and Beth Chemers

Sari Pina

David Telisman

Need Help???
We are Water
Damage Experts!

Chicago North Shore
Solutions for Water, Fire, Smoke,
& Mold Damage
Contact us now, available 24/7!

(847) 787-9626 | restoration1.com
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Resident Feature

Forging Ahead:

The Leibrandt Family Story
By David Telisman ≤ Photos by Sari P. Photography

T

he Leibrandt family story is one of love, tragedy,
hope, and perseverance.
Let’s start at the beginning. Erica attended
Loyola University Chicago, and after graduation,
she moved to Manhattan to pursue her dream of becoming
a professional writer.
“Like many who do so, I spent as much time waitressing
as I did writing,” she says. “In my late 20s I switched gears to
focus on marriage and full-time parenthood.”
Enter Bob. Erica and Bob Leibrandt first met in Downtown
Chicago in 1999. Their meeting was obviously meant-to-be,
because three years later they said “I do.”
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“We married in 2002 in a room without walls high up in
the Pitons on St. Lucia,” Erica recalls. “This happened to also
be the room we were staying in – it had the best view on the
island – and we always laugh remembering the birds flying
over our bed and the monkeys that ate our leftover wedding
cake in the middle of the night.”

Finding Her Calling

After starting a family, Erica went back to the drawing
board. She trained to be a yoga instructor and worked in studios all over the North Shore, including both Evolution and Samadhi in Glenview. She also started writing again, contributing
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to many publications, including Elephant Journal, an international online magazine where she was a featured writer.
“When my kids got older I started to think about what I
might want to do on a larger scale,” she adds.
After some deep soul-searching, Erica went back to
school, earning her master’s at Northwestern's Family Institute
and became a psychotherapist.
“When I finally started seeing clients, I realized this was
the job I had been waiting for my whole life!” she says. “It
took a while, but I eventually opened my own practice, Sound
Mind Counseling, right in the heart of Glenview, and I now
work alongside four esteemed colleagues: Michelle Waters,
Tara Parker, Kaki Voss, and Amy Goldbeck. Together, we share
the same vision of trying to make the world a better place
one client at-a-time.”

An Unspeakable Loss

In 2004, the Leibrandt’s second son, Bobby, died by suicide.
“He would have been 33 now, and his loss has indelibly
changed our family,” says Erica. “We miss him every day. The
outpouring of support, which began immediately and was
sustained for months, was unparalleled. I will never forget
the crowds of people at our home, each person with a wish
to share our pain or to make it better somehow, or the line
around the funeral home for Bobby’s wake that seemed to
go on forever despite sub-zero temperatures. All these years
later, my husband and I still marvel at how the community
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held us in their arms until we were strong enough to stand
on our own again.”
To honor Bobby’s memory, the Leibrandts have been
involved in the suicide awareness and prevention program,
Out of the Darkness. Locally, Erica is affiliated with Community
Action Together for Children’s Health (CATCH), a nonprofit providing mental health awareness for kids and teens, and she’s
delivered her own presentation ”The Truth About Suicide” to
Attea Middle School and the Glenview Town Hall, as well as
to her private practice.

A Tight-Knit Family

What brings Erica and Bob the most joy are their children:
Katey, 34; Kelly, 31; Maggie, 29; Jackie, 27; Daniel, 17; and Bobby.
While Erica and Bob are big Cubs fans, they're also proud
to have two All American athletes – Kelly in swimming and
Jackie in lacrosse, who was also the captain of San Diego
State's Division 1 team. In addition, Danny is a key player on
Glenbrook South’s football team.
Continued on page 6
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Today, Katey is an executive assistant for Whalerock Industries, Kelly is a senior project manager for PayPal, Maggie
works in guest services at Arizona Grand Resort, Jackie is a
project manager for American Airlines, and Danny is a Glenbrook South High School senior with an eye on Arizona State
University for next year.
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“They are an accomplished and driven bunch, and they
continually amaze us,” Erica notes. “They are extremely close
to one another and individually or as a group can fill a room
up with super positive energy.”
Rounding out the family members are Bhodi and Enzo,
two White Swiss Shepherds.
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Fun Facts

The Leibrandts are related to one of the secret agents
who organized Operation Valkyrie, the – very nearly – successful plot to kill Hitler. Additionally, Bob was the fourth-generation owner of the locally famous Studio Restaurant in
Morton Grove, which began at the turn of the century as a
speakeasy. In the “Pretty Cool'' department, Bob’s brother,
Charlie Leibrandt, is a former Major League Baseball pitcher,
who won a World Series with the Atlanta Braves in 1991.

“A Wonderful Neighborhood”

Erica and Bob reside in the Village of Golf, a small adjunct to Glenview, where Bob has deep roots.
“My husband’s parents moved here in 1962 and his
mom still lives in their original house,” says Erica. “My husband bought our home just down the block in 1982, and his
sister, Annie, did the same around 2004. It’s a Leibrandt hot
spot! We all love the tight community, the safe streets, and the
true neighborhood feel.”
The Leibrandts love to travel, and while they’ve visited
destinations near and far, they are happiest at a lakehouse in
Wisconsin.
To bring it full circle, Erica remains a dedicated yogi finding great pleasure in practicing mindfulness daily.

She adds: “I’m in the woods and on the prairie in every
season soaking in the simple things and getting centered.
It’s where I do my best thinking. I often go alone, but equally
often go out with my husband, who shares my love of all
things nature.”
For more information on Sound Mind Counseling, soundmindcounsel.com.

WE TAKE AWAY THE STRESS OF THE HIRING PROCESS!
WE MATCH GOOD PEOPLE WITH GOOD COMPANIES.

869 Sanders Road, Northbrook, IL 60062
Express Employment Professionals

DIANA GARCIA &
LUCY TORRES, OWNERS

EXPRESSPROS.COM/NORTHBROOKIL
P. 847.739.2500 | F. 847.739.2501

If you are struggling with relationships, grief, life
transitions, job stress, toxic relationships or low self
esteem, we can help. Together, we will rewrite the
story of your life and put you in the starring role!
Sound Mind Counseling offers both virtual and
in person appointments in our warm, welcoming
space right in the center of Glenview. We are proud
to accept Blue Cross and Blue Shield as well as flexible payment options in the case of financial need.

The anxiety and depression experts!
Erica Leibrandt LCPC, RYT, Psychotherapist
Founder, Sound Mind Counseling

1247 Waukegan Rd. Suite 103, Glenview, IL 60025 ~
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Please visit us online at:

www.soundmindcounsel.com
We look forward to working with you!

847.361.0041

~ www.soundmindcounsel.com
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KidZ Corner

Stepdown & Odd Word Out
By Bill Balatsos, Owner, Club Z! In-Home & Online Tutoring of Chicago North Shore

Beginning at the top of the upside down pyramid, remove one letter from the word "strides" and
rearrange the remaining letters to build a new six-letter word beneath.
Continue the same process to each word until you get to the bottom. There may be more than one solution.

Look closely at the following words.
Which one doesn’t belong with the rest?
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Heartland Heartstrings
By Rebecca Hamlin Green, Marketing & Communications Manager, Heartland Animal Shelter

Featured Dog: Ripple

R

ipple is an adorable year-old 50 lb. boy who
wants to be your best friend! Heartland rescued
Ripple from Chicago Animal Care and Control
and we realized he walked with a limp. Ripple
had what is called FHO surgery at VSC Buffalo Grove
back in December and is healed perfectly, and is ready
to find his forever home!
Ripple is in a foster home with a couple and their two
large dogs. He also has a foster cousin who visits and
stays with them who is a smaller dog. While he loves to
play like any pup should, he should probably be in an
adults-only home due to his size and energy level.
Ripple is crate trained and housebroken. Ripple loves
people so much and wants to be with you wherever you
are. He loves to cuddle and play and destroy all the toys!
He also loves swimming at Splash Dog.
Overall, Ripple is an energetic little pup; always ready
to play, interested in what you're doing, cooking, looking
at, and whether or not he can help--even if it means just
licking your hand while you work. If you or your housemates are boring, he'll find something else to do; whether its unknotting a rope toy, or gnawing on a hard bone.
If you think you're going to relax on the couch alone,
you're sadly mistaken--you might as well just invite him
because he's coming up there with you anyway. If you're
looking for a pup to warm your winter bones, Ripple is
ready to cuddle and start something new!
Ripple recently graduated from a 2 week positive
reinforcement board and train program! He learned so
much and so did his fosters, and so a $250 training
scholarship is included in his adoption! We have invested a lot in Ripple and we will continue to do so even after adoption.
We just want him to find his forever home, he deserves that!

Featured Cat: Ace

O

ur sweet boy Ace is a special cat looking
for a special home. Ace is a sensitive
boy with touching and petting and can
become overstimulated. To manage this,
he gets behavior meds which are working great.
This will require him to be in a very calm and quiet, stress-free home with no other animals. He is
on 3 medications that he is given twice a day that
he will need to be on for the remainder of his life
likely but these medications help to manage his
symptoms and help him to be a normal happy
and healthy cat. He loves to bond to his person
and is so affectionate and lovable. Are you the
special person who will give this amazing boy his
perfect forever home?

2975 Milwaukee Ave
Northbrook, IL 60062
(847) 296-6400
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Out of Dodge: A Northbrook
Resident’s Western Adventure
By Scott Gertz, Northbrook resident and Chicago lawyer and adjunct professor

Second Leg of Trip –

Philipsburg and a Montana Ranch

W

e were off to Philipsburg, Montana for a rendezvous with my brother, Craig. Philipsburg was a
good halfway point between Glacier National
Park and Island Park, Idaho (our prior Airbnb
spot). It has a population of fewer than 1,000 residents and
is a former mining town. Philipsburg now boasts gem shops,
breweries and galleries in its quaint downtown. Quaint, but
limited - after lunch at Bricks Pub, we realized there were very
few lodging options in town. Flexibility being the coin of the
realm, Craig did a Vrbo search for housing options. It turned
out the best candidate was a Montana ranch! With minimal
deliberation, we decided to go for it.
This spur-of-the-moment decision led to an experience that will be with us for a lifetime. As we pulled up to
the ranch, it was a feast for the senses – mountains in the
distance, rolling hills, miles of acreage without another living
soul in sight, and a 4-foot tall fence around the perimeter.
There was even a sign right out of “Skyfall,” announcing that
we have arrived. The ranch itself was pretty spectacular and
charming, with all the comforts of home. Dinner that night
was something out of an old cowboy movie - Cigars, whiskey, a whipping wind, and a breathtaking sunset. I was half
expecting Clint Eastwood, Eli Wallack, and Lee Van Cleef to
ride up on horseback!

Meet up at the Moose Saloon
and Kalispell, Montana
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Before we knew it, we were off to Kalispell, Montana.
Cousins were driving from Spokane, Washington to join us.
Kalispell has about 23,000 residents and is a gateway town
to Glacier. Our meeting spot was the Moose Saloon (top
that for a Western joint’s name!). Todd and Jody pulled up in
their RV, dogs in tow. We rejoiced at seeing each other in this
spectacular setting, especially after the strain of the past year.
After lunch, we explored our Airbnb in Kalispell. Talk
about off the grid! The owners warned us that GPS coordinates wouldn’t work; special instructions were required. We
found it, and it was stunning - the cabin overlooking a private
lake, with canoes and a fire pit. We unpacked, went canoeing, and made our way to Glacier National Park.

Glacier National Park Day #1

Glacier! We were ready for the anticipated main event of
our trip. We made it…but it wasn’t easy. Be aware a standard national park admission fee will not be enough to gain
admission. Due to skyrocketing attendance, Glacier (and
several other national parks) implemented a ticket reservation
system. If you want to drive on the iconic Going-to-the-Sun
Road (GTTS), you have to obtain a reservation ticket. This is
not optional; you will be turned away without it.
The GTTS Road is about 50 miles long and connects the
West side and East side of the Park. It is renown for its majestic scenery and white-knuckle mountain driving.
The reservation tickets can be obtained at Recreation.gov.
Here, again, joining the Facebook national park groups were
indispensable for pointers and tips from experts. Current
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exceptions to the reservation ticket rule at Glacier include: 1)
access before 6:00 AM and after 5:00 PM; 2) a boat ride or
horseback rides in the Park; and 3) lodging in the Park. Also,
the other Park entrances are open without a reservation ticket.
There are 7 entrances to Glacier and only 3 of them connect
to the GTTS Road.
You have to thread-the-needle even more – the GTTS
Road only opens around late June due to heavy snowfall
(Glacier sits on the Canadian border and gets socked with
heavy snowfall), and closes around mid-October. By going
in early June, driving the full GTTS Road was off the table.
While we regret we were unable to see the entire GTTS
Road, not having to wait in long lines and avoiding the
effects of wildfires ravaging so much of the West tempered
our disappointment.
We took advantage of the post 5:00 PM exception to
gain admission to Glacier (like so many, we struck out getting
1950’s style
Customer
Service and
Personal Attention
for all of your
print and ship
needs! If you
need something,
chances are
they can do
it for you
with a

SMILE!
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reservation tickets). It gets dark after 9:00 PM, so we had a
couple of hours to explore. We drove on part of the GTTS
Road, saw the iconic Lake McDonald Lodge, and hiked the
Trail of the Cedars and part of the Avalanche Lake trails. In
selecting trails, we were always mindful of traveling with a
spry 84-year-old. It was a good start to our exploration of
Glacier National Park.
At the fire pit that evening, I pinched myself. Six of us,
from all over the country, were together ever so briefly in Montana, celebrating life. Listening to those crazy wild turkeys
in the background, COVID seemed a million miles away. I
thought of that Old Milwaukee beer commercial from the
1970s, where the tag line was, “It doesn’t get much better
than this.” In the morning, Craig would depart for San Diego
and Todd and Jody would head off to the mountains in their
RV. But, for now, here we were, three generations of our family, around a campfire in Montana.

Dunbrook Center
✔ Printing
✔ Shipping
✔ Graphic Design
✔ Business Cards
✔ Brochures
✔ Direct Mail
✔ Architectural Printing & Blueprints
✔ Banners, Posters, Signs
✔ Stationery & Cards

2720 Dundee Road
Northbrook
Illinois 60062

(847)205-9996
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Is Hearing Loss Hijacking your Memory?
By Dr. Lori Halvorson, AuD

W

ith the initial onset of mild to moderate hearing
loss, an individual may simply strain to hear what
someone is saying above the din of ambient
noises, or they may have to rely even further on
their eyes to read lips. In many cases, a second thought is
rarely given to the extra work required of the brain and other
senses when struggling to compensate for gradual hearing
impairment. But the impact of hearing loss affects a spectrum
of faculties within our bodies.
Irritability, anger, fatigue, tension, stress and depression can
all be day-to-day side effects someone struggling with hearing loss may contend with, regardless if the loss is mild or
moderately severe. When the mind has to work harder to engage hearing, it puts unnecessary stress on the entire body.
In noisy environments, like restaurants, the brain has to sort
the speech from the noise and use additional brain resources
to fill in missing speech sounds. Hearing loss is exhausting,
but especially on the brain.
Untreated hearing loss can cause the brain to rewire, hijacking areas normally used for memory to assist in the process of deciphering speech and sound. If the brain continues
to take energy from the memory portion, it is eventually reprogrammed, and cognitive abilities can be sacrificed. According
to a 2020 Lancet Commission study, dementia risk increases
based on an individual’s level of hearing loss; with even mild
loss doubling the risk, and moderate loss tripling the risk. And
severe hearing impairment increases the risk five-fold from
those who do not have any hearing loss.
The bottom line is the more brain resources that are commandeered for filling in missing speech sounds caused by
hearing loss, the less remain for memory. To
break it down in more simple terms, it’s like
slicing a pie. Hearing and speech processing get the largest piece of the pie, leaving
a smaller portion of the pie for memory. If
the brain continues to consume a larger
portion for hearing and speech over
and over again, the results can
eventually be permanent.
Hearing loss is a thief that
often goes unnoticed, often
changing brain structure and
function before the damage
that has been done is realized. While there is a limited
time frame during midlife to
treat hearing loss and retrain
the brain, it’s important to understand there is a solution to
recovering not only hearing, but
the cognitive function that has
been gradually stolen. In addition to confirming hearing loss is
directly linked to dementia, the
same Lancet study also found
hearing loss is the single-most
modifiable risk factor against
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dementia. The key to rewiring the brain and reclaiming what
was lost is early treatment.
With close to one in five teens and young adults already
showing signs of hearing loss due to excessive noise exposure, it’s clear hearing loss is the pandemic no one is
talking about. The time for prioritizing hearing health is now,
beginning with baseline screenings regardless of age. While
current guidelines recommend hearing screens between the
ages of 50 to 60, that can often be too late, especially for
individuals in high-risk environments or those engaging in
behaviors that can damage hearing. In an effort to give hearing health the attention it deserves, hearing screens should
be conducted at all ages – much like eye exams – throughout an individual’s lifetime. At Lake Forest Hearing Professionals, we are including an FDA approved cognitive screening
with all hearing evaluations to help understand how brain
resources are used to help with hearing and how hearing
treatment can rewire the brain to use memory, vision, balance
and hearing resources more efficiently.
While total hearing care throughout one’s life is the new
imperative, hearing aids can often be a treatment plan for
hearing recovery and improved brain function. In fact, recent
research from the University of Maryland’s Department of Hearing
and Speech Sciences, showed that at the end of six months of hearing aid use, participants demonstrated improved memory, improved
neural speech processing, and greater ease of listening. These
results are an exciting development and suggest the benefits of
auditory rehabilitation through the use of hearing aids may extend
beyond better hearing and could also include improved working
memory and brain function.

It goes without saying that in order for hearing restoration to
have a positive impact, hearing aids need to be used – and
used properly. Hearing aids selected by a doctor of audiology
will improve quality of life and can return much of what was
stolen by hearing loss. In an effort to destigmatize hearing loss
and the use of hearing aids, Lake Forest Hearing Professionals
and Sounhaus are here to help finally drive a hearing health
movement surrounding the importance of screening, preservation and the proven link between hearing loss and dementia.
Hearing is the cog in our sensory wheel that connects
everything we do and enhances all of our experiences. Our
ears may not always be top of mind, but it’s time to turn the
volume down on the stigma surrounding hearing loss and
prevention and turn the volume up on hearing health awareness. Whether you need a little help with your hearing or simply want to educate and protect yourself, the ability to make
the quality of your life better today, and well into your future
is here. Hearing is critical to our cognitive function at every
stage in life, and especially as we age. The time to focus on
reclaiming our hearing health is now and the expertise is
available. Join the movement, two ears at a time.
Dr. Lori A. Halvorson, AuD, FAAA
Board Certified Doctor of Audiology
Lake Forest Hearing Professionals
Sounhaus
847-295-1185
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Dream…Design…Build
Lori A Halvorson, Aud, FAAA, COHC, ABA
Board Certified Doctor of Audiology
Mensa Member
Premier Elite Lyric Provider

100% Invisible
Wear 24/7
Clear, natural sound
No Batteries to
change
No daily hassles

Creating the most beautiful kitchens on
the North Shore for 42 years.

ENJOY hearing everything & everyone you love!
“Dr. Halvorson provides professional hearing
care, not just sells hearing aids. She educates you
and retrains your brain so you can understand
your friends and family, not just hear things
louder.” -Kenneth S.

Glenview Showroom
1700 Glenview Rd
847.998.1552
Wilmette Showroom
400 Ridge Rd
847.728.0823

Professionally fit by a Doctor of Audiology

Visit us at: www.lakeforesthearing.com
Telephone: 847-295-1185
*Professionally fit hearing aids can Reduce Cognitive Decline and Increase Memory

Northfield: 400 Central Ave, Ste 100 | Lake Forest: 225 E. Deerpath, Ste 223
Chicago: 1731 N Marcey, Ste 530
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Store Hours:
Monday through Friday | 10am to 6pm
Saturday and Sundays | noon to 4pm

DDKKitchens.com
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Putting Love on the Dotted Line!
By Corinne Cantwell Heggie, Principal, Wochner Law Firm LLC

P

utting Love in Print
15 -18 months. No wonder People MagaLast summer, a cousin got
zine’s social media feed publicized in July
married during the pandemic,
2020 the one-year engagement annivernot at the date, time, location on
sary of Sarah Hyland, of Modern Family
the save the date sent to over 200 family
fame, to Wells Adams. I can report that
members and friends before 2020’s narPeople Magazine’s August 2021 written
rative was rewritten. Rather, the sacrament
edition captioned Mr. Adams as “finance.”
was performed under the then prevailing
Engagement anniversaries are a thing.
COVID-19 guidance: outside with only ten
Why do I care? I care because while
people wearing masks on the lawn of his
traditions and relationship norms are
family’s parish. Bride and groom stood next
changing, our laws and institutions are
to each other during the sacrament and
not changing as quickly.
pictures with their eight guests standing
Why should you care? You should
safely 6 feet apart were posted on Facecare because in our ever-changing world
book to “virtually” celebrate the nuptials.
with slow-to-change laws, regardless of
When Illinois’ restrictions eased, a
marital status, you should have some solfamily gathering gave me an opportunity
id footing underneath you. What provides
to make good on my smiley face emoji
solid footing? A written plan that identifies
and congratulate my cousin in person.
people you want to help you if you cannot
We talked about COVID-19 and how it up- make decisions for yourself.
ended our personal and professional lives
In Illinois, the law provides that unless
and how in the dark days of shelter-inwritten explicitly elsewhere, the order of
place we learned who was on our teams
people that will possibly make health
at home and at work. He and his now
care and financial decisions for you are:
wife decided to forego a reception opting
1. Guardian
for a more casual celebration when it was
2. Spouse
safe to gather in person.
3. Adult children
My cousin was matter-of-fact about
4. Parents
the news, as perhaps most similarly
5. Siblings
situated couples whose journey to the
6. Grandchild
altar took a longer than expected twist
are. I asked him what was most frustrat7. Close family friends
GRAY
1C
ing about
COVID- 19 and his nuptials.
8. Guardian of the estate
His response was that it took nearly a
Unfortunately, the person you may
year to actually get married. This shocked
want to make health and financial deme. Not because I anticipated a different
cisions for you, like a fiancé, dear friend,
answer but because of his short engageor life-partner, may not show up in the
ment: just under 12 months,PANTONE
even withCOATED
7693
lawmakers’ batting order.
a global pandemic in the mix.
This
is
a
PANTONE COATED COOL GRAY 1 C
If you have not thought about who
stunning fact because a 2019 survey by
you
would
like to make these decisions
The Knot.com reports the average length
for
you
if
you
couldn’t make them yourself,
of an engagement in the United States is

here is your reality. Decisions about your
life, health and legacy, regardless of tax
bracket, income, marital status, or number
of dependents, will be left to Illinois lawmakers and possibly a judge.
If you want to contract who makes
decision for your when you cannot make
them for yourself, there is a simple remedy. You can use a variety of tools, ranging
from simple wills, powers of attorney to
living trusts. With these documents, you
ensure every scenario has a contingency
plan and every emergency, a solution.
Proper planning and discussion can ebb
back much of the craziness of this world,
but only if you take steps to document the
plan before disaster strikes.
A great first step can be choosing
a person who would act as a decision-maker when you physically or
mentally cannot for your health care and
financial matters. A healthcare power of
attorney and a property power of attorney
are fantastic tools to provide a sense of
control over your own life and ensure your
choices always take precedent.
A piece of paper can’t prove when
your love begins and ends, but a few
documents can let the whole world know
who matters most.
Corinne Cantwell Heggie is a
principal of the Wochner Law Firm LLC in
Northbrook. Corinne helps people avoid
asset loss, court battles and taxes with
wills, trusts and powers of attorney.
Corinne can go to court if a judge
must decide how property is distributed.
Corinne lives in Glenview with her husband
and law partner, John Heggie. Together
they are raising three sons and are active
in sports, ministries that support women
and children in crisis, and Boy Scouts.

Client Focused & Tailored Planning Made Easy
Estate Planning
Estate & Trust Administration
Business Planning & Probate

707 Skokie Blvd., Ste. 500
Northbrook, IL 60062

(847) 272-7360
wochnerlawfirm.com
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For over forty years, the Wochner Law Firm
LLC has built plans to protect individuals,
families and business owners from costly
court battles, taxes and asset loss. Our team
is dedicated to tailoring estate and business
plans to align with our clients’ legacy goals.

Contact us today to handle your estate
planning needs!
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Glenview Blaze 12U Wins
Cooperstown Dreams Park Tournament!!
By David Telisman ≤ Photo by Stephen M. Libman

T

he Glenview Blaze 12U team won their first National Championship on July 28, 2021 capturing a first
place finish in the prestigious Cooperstown Dreams
Park Tournament with a dramatic 11-10 come from
behind victory putting up 5 runs in the bottom of the 6 th
inning beating the Burlingame Panthers from California.
Announcers called it the best Championship game they have
seen in the last 10 years. Prior to the single elimination playoff
bracket, the Blaze earned a #3 seed by compiling a 6-1 pool
play record by beating teams from Maryland, Hawaii, California and New York. The Blaze won 3 back-to-back playoff
games to make it to the Championship game.
In the Championship game, the Blaze was one strike
away from closing out the game in the top of the 6 th when
Burlingame put up 5 runs highlighted by a grand slam to put
Burlingame up by 4 going into the bottom of the sixth. In a
storybook finish, the Blaze fought back and scored 5 runs in
the bottom of the sixth with a 3-run home run, a solo home
run, a triple and an infield hit to win the game.
The team was managed in the tournament by TJ McManus, Coaches Tommy Wang and Nate Klinge. The team was
managed during the season by Mario Tursi and Ryan Haff.
The players on the team include Mark Atwood, Sam Christos,

Braden Ferrick, Jack Gonzalez, Gavin Johnson, Miles Klinge,
Charlie Krauss, Thomas McNally, Nicholas Quintas, Henry
Schott, Sam Selhorst, Luke Wirtschoreck and Jonas Wang.
The Cooperstown National Championship was the third
tournament championship for the Blaze 12U team this season.

SHARE YOUR
STORY
Share your child’s first T-ball hit, their first catch,
their first smile playing the sport they love!

FREE & EASY ⋅ NO ACCOUNT NEEDED

BVMSPORTS.COM
SUBMIT
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A Quick Getaway for Mom's!
By Vera Holroyd | @passportsandspice ≤ Photos by Vera Holroyd

I

t hasn’t been an easy year at home. Two zoomed
out teens in remote learning, one of them applying to
colleges, the other one navigating the first year of high
school, a husband working from home on non-stop (and
loud!) conference calls and a travel writer Mom who has not
been traveling due to the pandemic and not writing much
either (due to her home office and peace being overtaken by
the aforementioned family members). The quarantine brought
on many anxieties, frustrations and limitations for all of us,
but it was extra hard on us, Moms. By the end of this school
year, I felt worn out, in need of a break and some revival.
Enter Garver Feed Mill in Madison, Wisconsin.
If you have not heard of it yet, Garver Feed Mill is a new
foodie, wellness, art & culture and… simply fun destination
in Madison. I received an invitation to visit in early summer.
Garver used to be a sugar beet processing factory about a
century ago, then turned into a livestock feed facility which
was eventually closed down. The giant building sat vacant, its
walls crumbling, covered with graffiti and overrun with weeds
for many years until it was bought and carefully restored by a
group of entrepreneurs in 2017. Fast forward to today and despite the pandemic that interrupted its launch, Garver is one
the hippest places in Madison. Among its carefully selected
tenants are a pioneer kombucha maker, a local favorite pizza
company, an adult gourmet ice-cream maker, an incredible ayurvedic spa, a yoga studio, a very sophisticated floral
shop, a chic photography studio and a modern art gallery.
A trendy giant indoor space hosts art exhibits, concerts and
weddings. There is the Garver Lounge where one can enjoy
craft cocktails and hip bar fare and an outdoor patio, perfect
for intimate concerts or simply hanging out with a pint of beer
from a local microbrewery or an iced latte from Ledger Coffee,
another tenant of the property. In winter months, Garver also
houses the Dane County farmers market, the largest one in
the nation.
The Garver team did not stop with merely populating
their unique property with interesting and eclectic business
tenants, they put together thoughtful and delightful wellness,
foodie and art & culture packages that are perfect for a quick
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couples, Moms or a girlie getaway. For those who cannot
decide on one or want it all (ahem), Garver also lets you customize your package. I did exactly that and loved it.
My favorite experiences? The treatments and peaceful time at the KOSA spa (part of the Wellness Experience),
which left me feeling pampered, rejuvenated and inspired.
The guided food tour on electric bikes through Madison’s
beautiful east side, run by Madison Eats Food Tours (part of
the Foodie Experience). Fun and different, it treated my foodie
taste buds and the adventurer in me. A Friday night jazz
concert with tasty cocktails from Garver Lounge (which would
qualify for the Art & Culture Experience, but I simply lucked
out to be there that night). You can find more details on each
experience package at www.garverfeedmill.com.
Another great thing about my mini escape to Garver Feed
Mill was that I finally got to experience Madison. It is so close
to Chicago, but I had never visited it before. I knew it was
the state capital, big college town, close to several lakes and
considered one of the most progressive places in Wisconsin,
but that was about it. Madison charmed me. I really liked
its super friendly, energetic, yet laid back vibe. The place is
small enough to feel cozy, but has a big city feel with enough
things to fill up a long weekend and entice you to come back
for more things you did not have time to squeeze in. There
are many great restaurants, shops, cultural venues and of
course, that famous capitol building one can tour. And I can’t
forget all those lakes. I ran by one in the morning and caught
a spectacular sunset at another one the night before. For
nature lovers, there are botanical gardens and an arboretum
and a lot more just outside of town (I actually ventured on a
mini hiking trip to Devil’s Lake State Park, which is only about
45 minutes north of the city and very much worth a visit).
So, there you have it. Several lessons learned. Sometimes,
even superheroes need a break. They should take it! Some
of the most delightful experiences come when or where we
least expect it. Delight in them and then tell the world, so
more can also enjoy (main reason I write this column). I need
to explore more places close to Chicago. I also definitely
need to go back to Madison and Garver Feed Mill, fall is
beautiful there I was told.
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Recent Real Estate Activity
SINGLE FAMILY Homes Sold Average Ratio Average Days Average
		
of List to Sale Price on Market

Sold Price

DETACHED

90

99.0%

34

$786,319

ATTACHED

34

98.9%

31

$380,315
Last 30 days, 60025.

Best Version Media does not guarantee the accuracy of the statistical data on this page. The data does not represent the listings of any one agent or agency but represents the activity of
the real estate community in the area. Any real estate agent's ad appearing in the magazine is separate from the statistical data provided which is in no way a part of their advertisement.

Thinking of
downsizing?
Work with a Certified Senior
Real Estate Specialist®
Virginia Trux, SRES®
www.teamtrux.com
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Rediscovering Chef Giuseppe Tentori
By Alejandra Romo, Social Media Manager, BOKA Restaurant Group ≤ Photos by Scott Edwards EFG Image

C

hef Giuseppe Tentori, the Italian
chef and culinary mastermind behind Chicago’s GT Fish & Oyster
and GT Prime Steakhouse.
Chef Tentori’s passion for food began
at the young age of thirteen, in his small
hometown of Lodi, Italy where he discovered his love for not only food, but how
his food left his friends and family feeling
– warm and full of love. With the desire
to learn more, he set off to study culinary arts in Milan, Italy where he quickly

excelled and later found work at Antica
Osteria la Rampina. It’s here where
Tentori, then 19, met Gabriel Viti who
extended him an invitation to work at his
restaurant, Carlos, in Highwood, Illinois.
After three years at Carlos with Gabriel
Viti and a short spell in Salt Lake City,
Utah, Chef Tentori returned to Chicago and
joined the team at Charlie Trotter’s, where
he spent a total of nine years honing his
culinary philosophy in the esteemed kitchen, including two years as Chef de Cuisine.

Tentori then joined forces with Boka
Restaurant Group as Executive Chef at
Boka in 2007. During his time at Boka,
he garnered noteworthy attention,
receiving a Michelin star four years in
a row and making the restaurant a
staple in the bustling Chicago dining
scene. Tentori was then named “Best
New Chef” by Food & Wine Magazine in
2008 and earned three nominations for
“Best Chef: Great Lakes” by the James
Beard Foundation over the course of his
tenure as Executive Chef of Boka.
Today, Giuseppe Tentori is the Chef
Partner behind GT Fish & Oyster, GT Prime
Steakhouse and Boka Catering Group.
When Chef Tentori opened GT
Fish & Oyster in 2011, he redefined the
American seafood restaurant, earning
critical regional and national recognition. Tentori emphasized then and
today, sourcing from local farmers and
using seasonal ingredients at GT Fish
& Oyster—an approach that has become a trademark across his ventures.
Upon looking at the menu, you’ll find
both classic and inventive seafood
dishes that will wake up your taste
buds and leave you satisfied. Since
opening its doors 10 years ago, GT Fish
& Oyster has not only redefined American seafood, but it has also proudly
sold over 2 million oysters to locals and
travelers alike.

aceseniorcare.com
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Five years ago, Tentori
expanded the GT family with
the opening of GT Prime
Steakhouse, an innovative
steak concept situated
in Chicago’s River North
neighborhood, only blocks
away from GT Fish & Oyster.
As with his other concepts,
Tenotri emphasizes sourcing
from local farmers and using
seasonal ingredients at GT
Prime—reinforcing his trademark across his ventures.
When you enter GT Prime
& Steakhouse, you’ll come
across an open kitchen,
ready to display the full
process of your steak being
cooked. Accompany your
steak with their in-house
baked bread, a curated craft
cocktail and end the evening
with a decadent dessert,

such as the chocolate layer
cake with bourbon caramel,
Stracciatella ice cream and
24 karat gold flakes.
Rediscover Chef Giuseppe Tentori, the Italian
chef redefining Chicago’s
meat, and fish scene.

We’re Always In Your Neighborhood...and we have been for over 50 years

HEATING • COOLING • ELECTRIC

2049 Johns Drive • Glenview •

We will give you floors you

Love

847-724-1690

to look at & walk on!

Expert installation, refinish or repair of Floors, Stairs and Trim.
Call us today to discuss your flooring needs!

(224) 421-0276 | plamadaflooring@gmail.com
www.plamadaflooring.com
Hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 6pm | Sat 8:30am - 3pm | Sun Closed
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Winnetka Music Festival Returns to the North
By Val Haller, Founder/CEO ≤ Photo by Scott Edwards EFG Image

E

MERGE Winnetka’s One-Day Music Fest will feature
America’s top up-and-coming bands.
If 16 months in quarantine has you ready to
break out of your COVID-shell to rock and roll like
it’s 2019, look no further than EMERGE Winnetka, the North
Shore’s award-winning music festival on their new fall date
Saturday, September 11.
This year’s lineup showcases some of America’s hottest
talent who’ve wowed fans at larger fests like Bonnaroo, Lollapalooza, Coachella and Bottle Rock, and whose music has
graced film, TV and commercials (Late Night with Jimmy Fallon,
Seth Meyers, Conan O’Brian, The Ellen Show, Target, Royal Caribbean, etc.) These acts will light up the stage at the festival’s
new location, Winnetka’s Skokie Playfield from 2 pm to 11 pm.
“EMERGE Winnetka” is the brainchild of Valslist’s Val
Haller, producer of the Winnetka Music Festival. Undaunted
by the challenges of the past year, Valslist was determined to
bring live music back to Winnetka in 2021 to benefit communities of the North Shore and the greater Chicagoland area.
Despite shifting COVID protocols and a moratorium on social
events in the streets of Winnetka that precluded the two-day
Winnetka Music Festival, the team at Valslist turned its sights
to the picturesque landscape and newly renovated expanse
of the Winnetka Park District’s Skokie Playfields.
With the full support of the Village of Winnetka and the
Winnetka Park District, EMERGE will set the stage to host this
year’s fest in a large open-air setting on lush grass, with a
backdrop of mature trees nestled against the Winnetka golf
course property. With nearby parking and proximity to the
highway, this new location will provide easy access for residents and concert goers to enjoy a shared music experience,
food & cocktails, and the vibrant community for which it is
known. The ability to spread out and relax in this new setting
is top priority.
“This will be the year of getting back to where we once
belonged,” said Haller, the heartbeat of music selection and
experience for live music events for more than a decade.
“We’re going to bring fans a “real” festival experience in a
comfortable and familiar setting – with a mix of genres from
pop, country and rock, to R&B, funk, soul and disco. These are
bands to see now up close and personal before they get bigger,” Haller notes as she lists many on her past lineups who
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are in high demand now such as ASHE, Billy Strings, Low Cut
Connie, Seratones, The New Respects, to name a few.
✦ The 2021 Lineup will feature “blue-eyed soul” artist
Allen Stone who hails from Chewelah, Washington whose
energetic live show complete with back-up singers is a mustsee. A self-proclaimed “hippie with soul” whose infectious
blend of R&B, soul & funk has graced the much larger stages
at Bonnaroo and Coachella, The Ellen Show, NPR Tiny Desk
Concerts, whose vocals and melodic style show the clear
influence of '60s and '70s R&B. New York Times’ Jon Pareles
compared Allen’s socially conscious music to the likes of Bill
Withers, Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye. USA Today dubbed
him “a pitch perfect powerhouse”. His live performances are
visceral, memorable, and live up to his reflection, “Anytime I
create music, I just want people to have an experience with it,
and hopefully that experience can give them a new perspective on their own experiences.” Footnote: Val has been trying
to book Allen for four years and “this year we landed him!”
She can’t wait to share the experience.
✦ Back by popular demand (you begged, we listened) is
Latin Grammy winning pop phenom Spencer Ludwig, the
trumpeter from Los Angeles who wowed audiences in 2019 as
he closed his set surfing the crowd atop an inflated pink flamingo! He’s the “new face of Tommy Hilfigar '', he performed
with Harry Styles at the 2021 Grammy Awards, and named
musical director for the annual NFL Honors Awards and ESPY
Awards. From the stages of Lollapalooza, Coachella and Bonnaroo and almost every late night TV show, he’s performed with
Fitz & The Tantrums, Katy Perry, Dua Lipa, Foster the People. His
music is recognized on ad campaigns for Target, Pepsi, Royal
Caribbean and more. This is a party you don't want to miss!
✦ Walker County is Nashville's skyrocketing sister
duo whose “family experience” fostered their love of country
music and to prove that it’s a full family affair, their father,
Billy Walker, plays lead guitar for the band! They were a fan
favorite at last month’s Windy City Smokeout with big country
artists Brett Eldredge, Darius Rucker and Dierks Bentley. Their
talent extends their roots into traditional country, intertwining
their soulfulness with southern rock flair. The duo has also
shared the stage with country greats like Dwight Yoakam,
Willie Nelson, Loretta Lynn and Martina McBride.
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Shore Sept 11th with New Name: EMERGE
✦ The Vindys, one of the Midwest’s most
sought-after female-fronted rock bands, blends
their unique sound of rock, pop, and jazz with
frontwoman Jackie Popovec’s sultry allure and
power vocals that feel like Amy Winehouse is in
the house. Described as “a vibrant slice of vintage
pop theatre” (Music Connection Magazine) The
Vindys seamlessly incorporate multiple genres
into one cohesive sound. Their magnetic charisma
wraps their deep knowledge and expertise in music performance, education, and production.
✦ Brooklyn Indie pop band Argonaut & Wasp
launched their band with one goal: to combine
the vulnerability of a rock show with the energy of
a house club. “Their sound has developed into a
quirky mix of indie vibes, alternative, edge, electro
dance, and funk grooves whose music has been described
as the perfect soundtrack to NYC.” (Ones to Watch) “The disco-tized duo, composed of Trey Schibli and Theo Klein, take a
lot of cues from '70s funk and '80s synth-pop culture, with a
healthy serving of mid-aught dance-rock too” (Billboard).
✦ New this year, Val is ending the night with an authentic
“Disco Infused Dance Party” after-show featuring the
legendary California DJ and artful producer, SQUAROPOLIS
who masterfully improvises remixes with the music you and
your kids grew up on. He will also spin his magic during
stage changeovers between performance sets.
The event begins at 2PM on Saturday September 11
and features an expansive array of city food trucks, local
restaurants and drink options similar to past Winnetka Music
Festivals. The grounds will also be home to a new VIP Experience with catered food by Hofherr Meats and open bar,
with comfortable lounge areas, and a direct sightline to the
stage. (Perfect to see and be seen.) New this year are “private
hosting areas” for event sponsors with raised seating platforms and catered food and drink inside exclusive, reserved
space. Sponsor Hosting Areas are limited. Interested parties
please email scott@valslist.com.
The producers gratefully thank the significant number
of returning and new sponsors who are so essential to the

Learn
on.

success of the event. That group is led by returning title sponsor Northwestern Medicine, followed by platinum sponsors BMO-Harris and @Properties, and all of the generous
companies and organizations supporting the event. A full list of
sponsors can be found on the website emergewinnetka.com.
Valslist, through its live events (Winnetka Music Festival,
EMERGE, Valslist House Concerts, Valslist Chapel Concerts)
has always supported giving back to both emerging artists
and to charitable causes like the All-Stars Project of Chicago. This year Valslist is doubling down on giving in 2021. For
every EMERGE ticket purchased, Valslist will donate $5 to
one of the participating non-profit organizations chosen
by the purchaser. The complete list of participating local
charitable and community organizations can be found on the
EMERGE ticket page.
EMERGE Winnetka tickets are $50 for adults, $25 for under
21 and $5 for 12 and under. Individual VIP tickets are available for $150 with packages available at a greater value. ALL
ATTENDEES MUST HAVE A TICKET FOR ADMISSION. CAPACITY IS LIMITED to comply with social distancing. Early purchase of tickets is advised as ticket availability on the day of
the event is not guaranteed. More information about EMERGE,
including how to purchase tickets, sponsorship, FAQ’s and
volunteer opportunities, can be found at www.emergewinnetka.com. Press and other inquiries may be directed to Scott@
valslist.com and emergewinnetka@valslist.com.

Connecting letters to life
Children relate to language based on the shapes they see and the sounds
they hear. Kiddie Academy® helps your child turn those sights and sounds
into something memorable and meaningful. We nurture a love of language
wherever your child’s imagination goes.

Now Open and Enrolling
kiddieacademy.com/glenview | 847.729.6200
Kiddie Academy of Glenview
662 Waukegan Road,
Glenview, IL 60025

INFANTS • TODDLERS • PRESCHOOL • PRE-K • KINDERGARTEN • BEFORE & AFTER CARE • SUMMER CAMP
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Family Service Center Provides
Community Support

By Chris Pippin Northwick, Co-Executive Director, Family Service Center ≤ Photo by Joan Scovic, Northbrook Park District

M

ental health was already a growing concern in our
communities prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. In
2019, the CDC reported that approximately one in
five of adults experienced symptoms of depression
with the highest numbers among those aged 18–29. For
high school aged youths, suicide was the second leading
cause of death - a total of 18.8% of students reported having
seriously considered suicide.
Then 2020 rocked our world – we have all been disrupted in myriad ways by the pandemic. Early findings suggest
the impacts have ushered in a significant new wave of
mental health challenges.
While research consistently demonstrates the effectiveness of evidence-based mental health treatments and
skill building, many who could benefit are unable to access
these services. FSC is a not-for-profit community mental
health agency that strengthens and empowers families
and communities by providing accessible evidence-based
counseling, crisis response, and outreach and education. FSC
strives to limit barriers to these services with their skilled
and welcoming clinicians, education programs, and options of in-person or tele-health sessions. In addition, they
accept a wide range of insurance and offer sliding scale

fees for those who demonstrate need. Even families with
health insurance will find many private-practice clinicians
fall “out of network” resulting in significant costs including
high deductibles and co-pays. Nearly all FSC clients receive
a subsidy. This is only made possible thanks to the support
and generosity of you, your neighbors, local businesses, and
private and local government grants.
FSC’s experienced, licensed clinicians provide outpatient
counseling to children, adolescents, adults, and families
who are experiencing a wide range of mental health challenges including depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress,
and substance abusing behaviors. They also support individuals facing major life challenges such as divorce, death
of a loved one, birth of a child, loss of job, COVID-19 impacts,
and illness. Treatment is designed using evidenced-based
models to support clients in resolving their symptoms and
developing the skills needed to adaptively cope with the
stressors they face.
COVID-19 response meant dynamically shifting how FSC
provided, and how people accessed, all agency services.
Education and skill building programs were adapted and
customized to support their community partners, including
schools, parents, front line workers, and agencies during

A Non-Proﬁt Where What Counts Most is Kids!
The mission of Wesley Child Care Center is to provide
a trusted, nurturing, secure, developmentally appropriate,
and enriching experience for children, serving the unique
needs of families within our community.
Preschool Program

School - Age Programs

Full & Half Day Options
Year Round & Summer Camp
Enrolling 2-5 Year Olds

Before & After School
Kindergarten Enrichment
Summer Camp

727 Harlem Avenue Glenview IL 60025
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the past 18 months. FSC is committed to continuing and
expanding on this important work. In addition to expanding
in-person service delivery, as evidenced by their recent move
(see photo caption), FSC has a growth plan to increase digital
options, thereby enabling them to find new inroads to impact
the lives of those they serve.
What Happens when I reach out to FSC?
✦ During business hours, an intake coordinator will
speak with you to gather basic information that will
help FSC determine how best to help you. [You can
also leave a confidential message after hours for a call
back the following business day.]
✦ You will be assigned a therapist who will reach out and
schedule an appointment – typically within three to five
days. Together you can determine if in-person or telehealth is best. Appointments are available on evenings
and weekends. [If your situation requires support elsewhere, FSC will work to refer you to alternative resources.]
✦ F SC accepts most insurance plans. Your therapist can
also work with you to find an affordable sliding scale fee
when insurance is not available or not accepted at FSC.
This fee is based upon your family’s income and size.
How to contact or learn more about FSC:
✦ Call 847-251-7350
✦ Visit our website: www.FamilyServiceCenter.com
✦ Visit our New Offices at 191 Waukegan Road, Suite
206, in Northfield

Help Us Help Others by Supporting FSC:
FSC is able to provide these services because of the
support provided by the community. To donate or learn more
about how to support FSC visit their website or contact Monica Garvey, Director of Community Development at Mgarvey@
familyservicecenter.com.
FSC recently moved to allow additional clinicians and
more space to support community programming.
FSC’s new waiting room proudly displays renowned artist
Elisa Boughner’s donated originals ”Resilience & Hope”
We are all given difficult challenges. It’s better when you
have support, and our trained caring therapists are here to
help you. [Therapy office at FSC’s new location.]

Celebrating
OUR FAITH-BASED

HERITAGE

At Addoloara Villa our
residents enjoy daily Mass
and other services in our
peaceful chapel. We offer
secure, maintenance-free
apartments and a variety of
opportunities to deepen your
faith. We have more than
125 years of experience
serving seniors.
To learn more about our
services and amenities,
call 847.808.4421.

555 McHenry Rd., Wheeling, Il 60090
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ILLINOIS BONE & JOINT INSTITUTE
Lunch & Learn Live Feature Presentation
11:30am-12:30pm
Limited Seating (Virtual Option Available)
Registration Required
12:30am-2:30pm
Seniorpalooza Fair Opens

Free of Charge

INFORMATION & REGISTRATION
INFO CAN BE FOUND AT
NSYMCA.ORG/SENIORPALOOZA
North Suburban YMCA
2705 Techny Rd. Northbrook, IL 60062
847-272-7250
nsymca.org

www.addoloratavilla.org
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Sales & Service
Upholstery
Carpet & Rug Cleaning

KlujianRugs.com

CHICAGO
1421 W. Devon Ave.
(773) 743-1300
WILMETTE
1625 Sheridan Rd. Unit G
(847) 400-7900

